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San Diego’s fake parking meters deprive the homeless of money they need to survive. Also, this issue was rushed because of a pending emergency.

(1) News & News Media News (2) Feedback, Organized Crime, Meetings (4) UFO-ET News, Fake News Sites?,
Snide Comments, Masthead (Credits)

Emergency
Situation Develops

Lincoln Club, and its "Boys" at the Genovese
Organized Crime Family.
Am I right? http://sdcitybeat.com/news-and-opinion/opinion/sandiego%E2%80%99s-backward-approach-to-endinghomelessness/ •

City arresting homeless,
& forcing them to waive
their rights

The San Diego Reader had a great cover article by
Barbara Zaragoza in its Feb. 23 edition, called "A
Dystopia of Sorts", about homelessness in San
Ysidro. http://www.sandiegoreader.com/news/2017/fe
b/22/cover-dystopia-sorts/ How often have I ever
praised a Reader cover story? • James Dehaven
had a nice article in the San Diego Union-Tribune
(Watchdog) Feb. 19 "Land Not Going For Affordable
Housing", about City violations of the California
Surplus Lands Act.

Persons living on the sidewalk downtown or in
"The Bottoms" (East Village, traditionally San
Diego's "Skid Row") are now being arrested
instead of merely being ticketed. In order to get
out of jail, they are being forced to sign an
agreement to stay out of downtown, including
East Village, for 3 years. Can they? Do they?
No, because they need services such as lunch
at Father Joe's, connections on the trolley
system, appointments within walking distance
(doctor, housing navigator, other services), all
on-foot. Signed Under Duress, it is unlikely that
the paper has any legal value, but this whole
new system of approaching the homeless
problem is extremely costly to the taxpayers,
who end up paying not only incarceration costs,
but legal challenges, depositions, juries,
prosecutors, and a huge mess more. Currently
attorneys Ann Rios and Scott Dreher are adding
up what all this costs and what can be done to
change it. Supposedly the process is complaintdriven, but none of that has ever been true,
because there are secret committees organized
to continuously complain. Street homeless are
also complaining that Clean and Safe thugs are
spitting out sunflower and pumpkin seeds at
them for hours, and trying to start fights. These
are actually the Genovese Boys enforcers, so
don't look to city hall to change any of these
Mob-Gone-Amuck tactics anytime soon. Read
some of the latest stuff on San Diego's
Gangsters in Government.

News Media News:
Michael McConnell had a nice editorial in CityBeat,
Feb. 15, called "San Diego's backward approach to
ending homelessness", in which he criticizes the
Mayor's policy of destroying homeless encampments
and possessions, especially recently during Project
Homeless Connect. He also has issues with the
Mayor's plan, calling it ineffective and cruel, also
quoting the San Diego Union-Tribune's Dan
McSwain, who called it "inadequate...(and) either
naive or downright cynical." He mentions Tom
Theisen's evaluation that 5 other California cities
have much better ballot measures than ours, and
McConnell concludes with "Ticketing and locking
people up has never -- and will never -- solve this
problem." My take on this is that we all need to speak
to the societies that own the Mayor, namely the

“Right at this point it looks
like the City and its
nonprofits launder money
for the drug cartels.”
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/watchdog
/sd-me-surplus-land-20170217-story.html •
The
SDSU Daily Aztec had a nice article by Kemi Giwa
in its Feb. 22 edition about protests versus real action,
called "Protests are fine, but it's action that affects
change",
http://www.thedailyaztec.com/81641/opinion/protestsare-fine-but-its-action-that-affects-change/
• Still
caught up in the drug wars: The San Diego
Homeless News had shots fired and one arrested at
its hotel in Tijuana, followed by a street gang taking
possession of the building. A neighboring gang was
called in to get the building back, successfully. In the
end, meetings were held, but eventually pointed to
connections between the Mexican drug cartels and
Organized Crime in San Diego, plus San Diego news
media ownership, control of officials who are
prosecutors, and even the City Cabal. Right at this
point it looks like the City and its nonprofits launder
money for the drug cartels.

Amikas Presents:
The Very Affordable Housing Expo
March 17-31, at St. Luke's Episcopal Church,
3725 30th St., in North Park, San Diego. This is
only an exhibit (no one lives in these units). See
more information at Amikas.Org.

Below, the successful Tiny Houses Program of
Madison, Wisconsin: http://www.wpr.org/occupymadison-begins-building-tiny-houseshomeless

Election News:
Several members of the Democratic National
Committee admitted that Bernie Sanders had more
support than Hillary Clinton, and even though this
was known, was selected against as the candidate,
because of his liberal views. It is also likely, but
cannot be proven, that Russia may have hacked
electoral tabulation computers. This has been
routinely done by the US in foreign nations for
decades. Currently being investigated is whether or
not Hillary lost intentionally to avoid Impeachment and
prison. • Regarding the Impeachment of Donald
Trump,
here
is
a
link
on
that: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americ
as/us-politics/donald-trump-impeachment-republicanjudge-mark-painter-cincinnati-court-of-appealsa7583031.html?cmpid=facebook-post •
The Supreme Court Just Advanced A Lawsuit To
Nullify The 2016 Election This could spell trouble for
so-called
President
Trump.
OCCUPYDEMOCRATS.COM
BY GRANT STERN
• News reports say that the White House asked the
FBI to dispute reports about Russian Hacking of the
election. Unable to post link, so see the Facebook
Page "Election Scam Clearinghouse".

Feedback, Questions,
Answers
Q: What made you write about Organized Crime
in San Diego? •••••
A: If we accept the truth, that homelessness is
caused by politics, then what causes politics? The
system of secret conspiracy groups (Jewish Cabals,
Christian Gnostic Groups, Moslem Halal Associations,
and Pagan Guilds) is, of course, key to any local
politics, and so is the News Media. When you then
look at who controls the secret groups and the media,
you cannot escape Organized Crime as the cause of
politics. So, Organized Crime causes the politics

which cause homelessness. How do you fight
wealthy people who have partnered with
Organized Crime? Can that be fought at all? They
say you can't fight city hall, and now you know why.
You could fight Organized Crime using the news
media, but they know that, so they either own or
control most of that. Remember the San Diego
Reader being forced to move out of Little Italy? There
are a few Wikipedia web accounts, and even some
articles, regarding Organized Crime in San Diego, but
mostly ancient stuff, leaving out anything important. I
finally linked the City Cabal and the Genovese
Organized Crime Syndicate to an attempt to kill me
over 7 years ago, about the time I published my first
edition of this newspaper. I do write on Organized
Crime "probably" laundering money using the City
and its nonprofits, below. •••••
Q: Is your biography for real? How did you do so
many things at the same time? •••••
A. Every bio of me raises more questions than it
answers, and I need to either leave most of it out (or
nobody would believe a word of it), or I need to lie a
lot, making it believable but not as true. Did I really
date Janis Joplin? Yes, but that was a blind date and
could have happened to anybody. And, I attended a
march of grade-school children with Martin Luther
King. What I quoted him as saying was said to a
group, not just to me. I always did many things at the
same time, which allows failure at some of them and
keeps me from getting bored. My private police
agency, for example, was part-time for me, but fulltime for my employees. •••••
Q: Is your Mental Health stable? After all, you
write about alien beings and such. •••••
A. Unfortunately, my mental health is very stable. I
was born with a small touch of Asperger's Syndrome,
but that was just the tendency to not show emotions
in my facial expressions. I generally do not smile, for
example. I have had many mental evaluations in my
lifetime, and always get diagnosed as entirely sane,
plus way too intelligent. I tried to enlist in the Army
during the Vietnam War, because everyone I know
who was drafted got killed, but I was refused
enlistment because of being too intelligent. True
story. I even asked to serve in Intelligence, but was
told I was too intelligent for that. In grade school I
scored off the scale on some intelligence tests, and
so was given a 3-day exam by 3 nuns. On the third
day, one nun told me in secret that if I continue to
score so high, I will be given brain surgery and drugs
to make me less intelligent. Heeding her warning, I
blew the rest of the tests, intentionally. My latest
Mental Health test was the result of a 5150 hold being
placed on me in San Diego City Hall. That was
marvelous, because I got a close look at the
psychiatric abuses in use locally. I wrote about that
on my Mental Health Page, NZ9F.com/MH, and pay
close attention to "Strike 3". •••••
Q: Do you really have a Ph.D.? •••••
A: Yes, but it is from a non-standard university, which
was necessary to attend because there were no
conventional universities offering even a Master's in
Applied Psychology. My studies involve the behavior
and beliefs of normal people. I agreed to keep my
degree a secret, and did so for over 30 years, into my
first 3 years of being homeless in San Diego. •••••
Q: What can you do with that degree? •••••
A: Editor, Publisher, News Director, Producer, Sports
Coach, Minister, Advertising Executive, Marketing and
Public Relations, Editorialist, Political Coordinator,
Mentor, Advisor, Substance Abuse Counselor, Weight
Loss Counselor, Politician, more. •••••
Q: Is a lot of all that "Why Me?" stuff your fault?
•••••
A: Yes, it does seem so. I was always taught to have
no limits, so I had the guts to do a lot of things that
nobody ever has. Most recently, has any homeless
person ever written a viable plan to end
homelessness, such as my 5.1 Regional Plan? I am
a writer, with 30 years as a Homeless Advocate and
10 years as a homeless person. I needed to write
that, because no one else could. I have frequently
taken on causes that can only fail, in order to see how
far I can take them before they do. I now know what
purpose our species and planet serves, and even my
role in all of this. •••••
Q: Did San Diego County really adopt your 5.1
Regional Plan? •••••
A: Not exactly, but they did take several pieces from
my plan and put them into action, most notably
campgrounds for the poor in the South Bay. •••••
Censored out, Where do we go from here?
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Organized Crime
in San Diego:
Organized Crime actually began as early as Ancient
Egypt, and involves the secret conspiracy groups that
all governments have always used to control and
dominate people. These groups were originally called
Guilds, which is the Pagan word, but since then have
also been called Gnostic Groups (Christian), Halal
Associations (Moslem) and Cabals (Jewish). I am in
the process of writing an article of how all this
developed, for my Unauthorized History column. It
may or may not ever be published.
Both the Los Angeles Times and San Diego
Reader have articles of merit, the former on the
Native American Casino involvement, and here is a
good one from Don Bauder, San Diego Reader, in
City Lights Section, called "What a Tangled Web We
Weave", March 17, 2010:
http://www.sandiegoreader.com/news/2010/mar/17/cit
y-light-1/ • Is Father Joe's Paul Mirable actually one
of the mafia gangsters of San Diego? • Tie in the
Mafia with Mayor Faulconer's escorts? I wouldn't do
that, would I? Besides, we only pick on Democrats
for their sexual misbehavior, like Bill Clinton and Bob
Filner, right? • The really awful thing I discovered
recently is that the City Cabal, the Genovese
Organized Crime Family, and the Mexican Drug
Cartels, are all in the same organization, so it looks
like the City and County launder drug money,
especially using the nonprofits. You would need
an audit to prove that, but no one will give you an
audit without having proof, first. And, of course, if you
did prove all this, the news media would keep it
secret, and no prosecution would ever result, either.
The German news agency, Deutsche Welle, handled
the news that people went to prison for bribing San
Diego City and County officials, and MTS officials, to
get their Siemens trolley installed here. No other
news media touched it. •
There are way more
articles on Organized Crime in San Diego, and I will
attempt to list a few.
http://www.gtinewsphoto.com/INVESTIGATIONS.html
• Don Bauder wrote an Obituary for a person who
fought Organized Crime in San Diego, in the Reader.
http://www.sandiegoreader.com/news/2016/may/16/ti
cker-dave-stutz-disorganizing-san-diego-crime/ •
There are a massive amount of things written about
Organized Crime in San Diego, enough to warrant a
month or more of reading. I have now discovered a
journalistic technique to bring it all out, but I am not
liking what I find, either. • Currently researching
connections between the Italian Maria and the San
Diego television broadcasters, money laundering
using Father Joe’s and Clean and Safe, the
involvement of the Mexican drug cartels importing
cocaine and heroin, Governor Jerry Brown, and the
California Bar. Probably none of this in time for this
edition.

Meetings:
First Meeting of the Combined
Governing Board of the Regional
Task Force on the Homeless and
Regional Continuum of Care Council
(RTFH-RCCC)
The Regional Task Force on the Homeless and
Regional Continuum of Care Council met Thursday,
Feb. 16, 3 PM at the San Diego County Health
Services Complex, 3851 Rosecrans St., with 65
present, half of them board members, and the other
half stakeholders. This is the first meeting of the
combined group. • Announcements: Richard
Gentry and Nick Marchione are resigning as chairs
to be replaced by County Supervisor Ron Roberts
and City Council Member Chris Ward. Both spoke
of their plans, and Mayor Kevin Faulconer was also
present, and spoke about his latest State of the City
speech. The Mayor said we have a crisis of housing
affordability, need emergency help for the homeless,
and Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH), all to be
given his top priority, and better handled with his
new Permanent Assessment Center. (Our editorial
comment: Salt Lake found that didn't work, and
instead they needed many intake points in different
neighborhoods.) • Non-Agenda Public Comment:
Rudy Johnston of the Neighbor House Association
spoke of the work his group does. • Michael
McConnell spoke in praise of the hard work resulting
in the merger, said we need a solid, unified plan,
using data-based decision making, and that
reallocation of resources and Permanent Supportive
Housing were the keys. "This is a different approach
from the shelters, criminalization, and sweeps
proposed by the Mayor." He said we should invest in

what works, and continuously make changes. • Tom
Theisen, former President of the Regional Task
Force, said we need aggressive action, and there
were no action items on the agenda (other than the
approval of the minutes). He complained that with
every new Plan, there were more homeless at the end
of the plan than there were at the beginning. •
Treasurer's Report: Deacon Jim Vargas, CEO of
Father Joe's Villages, said this group has $2.3 million
in assets and expenses, and 91% comes from HUD.
The Fiscal Year begins each July 1. See editorial
note at the end of this meeting's information
regarding no longer making the complete agenda
available to attendees. •
Executive Officer
Updates: Dr. Sue Lindsay of SDSU is out of the
country, but is expected to attend the March meeting.
There will be frequent meetings of the Executive
Committee, and the group is currently seeking a new
CEO. Nancy of Funders Together said we need to
look at what works well in other cities. There is a new
"California Homeless Coordinating and Financing
Council", which deals with state funding, and this
group would like to have a representative on that
board. There is also an Advisory Board for "No Place
Like Home", which deals with $125 to $135 million in
state funds for the San Diego Area alone. A Concept
Proposal is sought for the $750,000 in state funding to
update our Child Welfare system, called "Bringing
Families Home". There is also a new Advisory
Committee for DDJI, the Data Driven Justice Initiative,
linking police data to HMIS homeless data. • 211's
John Ohanian said they now have a data base of
6,000 resources updated by 4 full-time staff members,
and they get 35 thousand calls a year regarding
homelessness. • Currently 40% of all San Diego
families are "doubled up", with 2 unrelated
families occupying the same house. •
Focus Strategies of Sacramento was hired to
develop a Regional Plan to handle the homeless
crisis. They stated that they wanted to expand the
current contract from 3 years to be a 5-year plan,
with an added Cost Analysis and Modeling for
projects underway. That involves determining what
impact each element will have, and what approach
and procedures must be used. The objective is to

“…we need a one-year plan,
2 years at the…most, so
that our present politicians
are still in office when it
happens, or fails to.” (from next
meeting, below)
use data we have and are collecting in order to
understand our successes and failures at using
money, and thus arrive at the biggest impact for
the least cost. It will all require help from the local
community. The Plan will point to changes which
must be made. This was presented as a warning.
The plan will be drawn up according to the HEARTH
Act, and the Federal Opening Doors Plan. It will have
us re-housing homeless within 30 days, and
shifting away from merely responding to the
homeless, after-the-fact. It requires having the right
amount of each type of service, based upon our local
needs. The parameters: 1. Housing-focused,
based upon permanent housing. 2. Personcentered, what someone needs as opposed to what
we've got. 3. Data informed. 4. Effective use of
resources by dropping or greatly improving present
programs. Data will show what to target and
prioritize. The data quality is extremely important,
and an urgent problem. We need to know about
utilization, access, lengths of stay, whether or not they
are exiting to permanent housing, what our costeffectiveness is, and what is the percentage of
turnarounds, going back into the same system,
understanding the dynamics of entry and exit
programs. Problems: Change is hard, plus there are
so many simultaneous programs. This has to be not
just "another plan". It is important to follow the results
made necessary from what the data shows. Some
locally is not going very great, and we need to realize
which service providers are "hard to work with, but
extremely effective". (Editor's Note: Remember the
City refusing to deal with the Isaiah Project as "hard
to deal with", yet they were the most humane group,
and accomplished the most?) Tom Theisen asked
when there would be Action Items to vote for and
actually make a change. The answer was June thru
September. The plan has to be "Digestible and
palatable to leadership and the County". I wanted to
ask if that meant it had to be approved by the
Godfather, but I did not ask. Housing First San Diego
and Project One For All are new, and have to do with
mental illness, with 1,250 individuals being identified
as mentally ill, and 226 have been helped since July
2016. However, only 94 were placed into Permanent
Housing. The goal is to house 250 persons a year
who are severely mentally ill. • Jill Spangler of Abt
Associates spoke of research done by HUD, and
what HUD wants is 1. An eligibility evaluation, 2. A
decision as to Transitional or Permanent housing, and
3. Determination of what percent of rent will be paid
by Rapid Rehousing. Other things required are to

have written standards, a coordinated entry system
used by all agencies (such as CAHP), and evaluation
of individual projects. More partners means a
stronger system. Common shared values include 1.
Housing First, which is required to fix problems, and
2. Not contingent upon sobriety, mental health,
income, criminal record, or credit-finance-rental
history. 3. The approach used is harm reduction,
with no contingencies in tenancy beyond those in the
lease. Housing First is a State requirement. Some of
the big problems with San Diego: 3 forms of ID
required.
Proof
of
income.
Third-party
documentation of homelessness. DD214 if a veteran.
None of these is required by HUD, just by San
Diego City and/or County. There are also huge
transportation problems in San Diego, just to get a
VI-SPDAT (universal intake application, used by all
agencies), or go to Housing Navigator meetings,
Interviews, Food and Shelter lines, and appointments
for
legal
work,
benefits
work,
healthcare
appointments, etc., as well as transportation to a
mailbox, telephone, or shower. Typically it takes all
day, waiting in line 5 hours or more, just to get a
shower, and by that time an employer is no longer
interviewing. •
The PITC (Point-In-Time-Count)
had 1,679 volunteers counting, including 623 County
employees, taking a total of 5,500 man-hours, and
involving 1,800 persons surveyed. There were also
460 unaccompanied homeless youth surveyed, as
well as a percentage of those homeless currently held
in the County jail. Of 924 inmates who came in
homeless, 184 were interviewed. $18.4 million is
being awarded by HUD, but they want a huge
strategic planning effort. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Editorial

Comment

on

the

meeting:

Members of the "public", which often includes the
Mayors of other cities, prominent attorneys, city
council members, etc., no longer receive the
Information and Action Package at meetings, so
when we are asked to refer to information in that
package, we cannot follow it. Another way to avoid
Transparency in government? Supposedly this has to
do with cost, but all this could be placed on-line if
done sufficiently in advance of the meeting. See my
article above at "Organized Crime in San Diego" for
what all this looks like.

Metropolitan Association
of Providers of Social
Services (MAPSS)
Meeting of the Metropolitan Association of Providers
of Social Services, MAPSS, Feb. 22, 2017, at Second
Chance, 6145 Imperial Ave., the Fourth Wednesday
at 10 AM, with 27 professionals present. •
Announcements:
TACO,
the
Third
Ave.
Charitable Organization at the First Lutheran
Church, 3rd and Ash, downtown, is low on money and
laying people off. At least one experienced and
licensed Social Worker is available. • Molina
Healthcare is taking suggestions for its "volunteers
of the year", which allows people to donate $1,000
for the nonprofit of their choice. • 211 San Diego is
revamping its website. • North County needs more
homeless veterans, and keeps opening new
programs and housing options, but most vets do not
want to live there. • Agency Highlight, Traveler's
Aid Society. Operates out of 3 locations, including
public access at St. Vincent dePaul, which is Father
Joe's, main desk, 15th and Imperial Ave. in East
Village. 8 AM to Noon and 1-3 PM, Mondays and
Tuesdays only, help getting home for anyone with a
verifiable residence at their destination. Greyhound:
You must show up between 8 and 8:30 AM, and you
can often receive your tickets by noon. This is a
one-way, one-time deal. Transportation is NOT
available to Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, or San
Bernardino Counties. Local and MTS: Has S/D/M
monthly MTS passes available. NO MTS day passes.
Also has vouchers for free California birth
certificates, homeless certifications, rescue mission
referrals, domestic violence assistance, and senior
transportation. Phone 619-233-8500, X1157, 8 AM
to 3 PM, Mon. or Tues. only.
Seniors: Also (at a different location) operates, by
telephone only, SenioRide, for low income persons
over age 60, and mails out bus passes, tickets, MTS
Access vouchers, and taxi vouchers. Only medical
appointments qualify for Access or taxi services.
All else must use MTS-NCID bus and trolley service.
Contact is ONLY by telephone. SenioRide is at
619-295-8393, X314. To be mailed an MTS Access
application, phone MTS toll-free 844-299-6326, or go
to www.sdmts.com/access. (There is also an Airport
Ambassador Program, which deals with pets,
disabled military, and stranded travelers.)
•
StreetLinks planning. What topic would you like a
3-hour college course taught on? This is for all
Service Providers, and a panel is assembled to
present it. Some suggestions were VI-SPDAT, youth
services, immigration, domestic violence, and
homeless data. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Basic Dignity
Coalition
The Basic Dignity Coalition of Think Dignity (formerly
called the Girls Think Tank) met per usual the first
Thursday of the month, March 2, at 6 PM, in the
Monicker Warehouse, 705 16th St., in East Village.
Ten were present, including 3 lawyers and 4
homeless persons. • Meetings: There was a
Housing Luncheon with housing reps and the San
Diego Housing Association, and they concluded that
there is NO available affordable housing in San

Happy". A must-see, especially for men. My take on
its message: Every hetero man needs to know
how to take a woman to bed in the way that a
woman takes a woman to bed. And, every person
must respect the sexuality of all other persons, not
only with regard to sexual preferences, but also
feelings, emotions, love, pleasure, and in all other
ways. Inspirational. With few exceptions, we all
came out of a vagina when born, 9 months after a
penis went in there. Not suitable for children under
age 15 or 17 or so. ••• Continuation, next, and an
editorial.

“Affordable Housing” is
for people who earn only
$28 an hour, full-time.
Diego at this time. • The Downtown Fellowship met
with Stacie Spector, the Mayor's homeless housing
administrator about future plans. The Mayor plans a
large intake center, which Salt Lake says is one of
their biggest mistakes, plus our city intends to keep
shipping out the homeless, which will make ten
times that number being shipped here, of course.
More emergency beds are also planned, but none of
this stuff happens until after Mayor Faulconer’s
term of office expires, of course. That is why we

need a one-year plan, 2 years at the
absolute most, so that our present
politicians are still in office when it
happens, or fails to. It was pointed out that
“Affordable Housing” is NOT affordable, that is
just a fancy name! It is housing for persons who
earn a mere 80% of local Median Income, $73,500,
which is $35 an hour, 40 hours a week. That means
these “poor people” only earn $58,800 a year,
which on a 40-hour work-week is $1,130 per week,
$28 an hour. That, of course, would be a realistic
Minimum Wage for San Diego.
More simply,
“Affordable Housing” is for people who earn only $28
an hour, full-time. • Huge problems currently at
PATH (Connections Housing), which is so
understaffed as to have only one or two workers at
many times. • There was a meeting of the CAHP
Subcommittee on Youth, which wants a new VISPDAT for youth, but there is no privacy, which is a
big problem for those youth. The acronyms refer to
data collection, but that data gets spread out all over,
and can cause a lifetime of problems. • The East
County Task Force is trying to develop a strategy to
unify services, key leaders, volunteers, and solutions.
They have yet to admit that there are an absolute
minimum of 20 thousand homeless in East County,
and have only identified less than 800 so far. • There
was an open dialogue with Lt. Beason of HOT (San
Diego Police Homeless Outreach Team), and what is
currently being done is an emergency violation of
the Civil Rights of the homeless, so look for that as
the Lead Story of this issue, Page One. • Healthy
food options for EBT are currently not available, just
fast-food, but there are beginning to be new menus at
Wendy’s and Denny’s that have healthy food
available. • The Women’s Subcommittee will be
focusing on Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault, a
medical clinic at shower sites, and research into how
welcoming shelters (other than DV shelters) are for
women. The Street Boutique served 20 people when
parked outside the Theatre fund-raiser (see next
article and editorial). •

Article and Editorial:
Inclusion and Exclusion:
Think Dignity's new "Street Boutique" truck was
parked outside, in order to provide free clothing and
hygiene items. I often both praise and criticize the old
"Girls Think Tank", now called Think Dignity, and
much of that is on-line. In this case, I admire the work
of assembling this, but felt that it was a bit anti-male,
too. At the beginning of the Women's Movement of
the 1960's, men were welcome. Then, some years
later, the movement became "WAM", Women Against
Men, and instead of being about the empowerment of
women, became about sexual discrimination against
men. At that point, I had to leave. All movements,
really, need to embrace all people, especially
those who are not part of the group doing the
complaining.
And,
of
course,
anti-White
discrimination never solved any problems related to
anti-Black discrimination. You do not understand?
There is no project for "just us". It is sexist to make
hygiene on the streets a “Woman’s Issue”, as it’s
bigger than just that. Why not, then, food for just
women or just men? That’s different? No it is not.
We must all fight for everybody’s rights, not just our
own group that we belong to. And, we must never
consider our own group to be “better” or “more
important” than anybody else. The Nazis, ever since
Ancient Egypt, tried to separate races, classes,
sexes, cultures, in order to prevent them working
together to oppose unfairness. No event should be
for Blacks only, men only, women only, Whites only,
Jews only, etc. Ditto for any help provided. It is only
by understanding and cooperating with everyone that
humankind progresses.

Reproductive Rights
Face New Challenges

Fund-Raiser a HellRaiser
I haven't written a theatre review in something like 30
years.
Finest
City
Improv's
(InnerMissionProductions.Org) performance of Eve
Ensler's play, "The Vagina Monologues" was a
fund-raiser for 3 nonprofits which deal with violence
against women, and dignity issues for both women
and men. Their theatre, a block west of El Cajon Blvd.
and Texas St., in the Lafayette Hotel, is a venue with
something like 65 seats, making any show very
intimate, and, of course, this script is very powerful.
This is their 16th year and over $150,000 has been
raised. If you have never seen it, it is quite
worthwhile, dealing with the experiences that women
(and girls) have regarding sexuality and their
relationships with men (and other women). It gets
political, proves several points, and forces the
audience to get emotional. You laugh, cry, moan,
frown, smile, and, most important, you learn. At one
point, the whole audience is encouraged to yell,
"Cunt!" It is guerilla theatre at its best, attempting
to change society for the better. "My short skirt is
about defiance, not about getting you excited."
(performed by Olivia Zecchini). Wendy Maples
steals the show, as "The Flood", The Vagina Happy
Fact", and "The Woman Who Loved to Make Vaginas

It looks like women will have to resort to other means
to prevent children, if they desire prevention. The
Underground News media suggested that all women
get ahold of at least one Mifepristone (RU-486) dose
immediately, and then use a pregnancy test kit
(available at dollar stores) every week. Catch an
unwanted pregnancy fast enough, and it becomes not
a big threat. Also called Gynestril by the Russian
Federation, be sure to follow all guidelines.
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UFO and ET News:
A fake view of the Dark Side of the Moon was
published recently on Facebook, with the military
base missing. Also, fake photos of Mars, and even a
fake "Alien Autopsies" clip. The real Alien Autopsies
clip is over an hour long, and the fake one 20
minutes. All 6 doctors were killed when they
completed their work, for knowing too much. • Lots
of ET visitors since the destruction of two major cities
using nuclear weapons in 1945. This resulted in
Roswell, the crash of the Alien Autopsies, and
continues this day. I spoke briefly with an alien on the
San Diego Trolley Feb. 22, who was a hybrid, with
human hands, arms, and face. I asked if he was here
regarding Interplanetary Defense, and he replied, "Not
exactly". First time I ever saw one in public, but the
hybrids look like a human that has unusual features.
I did use correct CIA protocol. Most everything seen
on the web is dysinformation, especially stuff about
reptiles.

National News,
Fake News?:
The latest to call the truth “Fake News”, plus to bring
in all sorts of “News” that really is fake, is, of course,
Right-Fart (Breitbart). According to Facebook and
CBS, Donald Trump’s recent speech to the CIA had
him bringing into the studio a large group of selected
audience members to cheer him. This goes well with
the assertion that most Fake News comes from
Trump and his sympathizers. Our conventional media
have had a lot of fake news for years, sometimes
even admitting it eventually, but the Trumpladites take
all that to new levels. Trump is the least-popular
President in history, or possibly tied with Herbert
Hoover, who caused the Great Depression of the
1930’s. We anticipate that his own Republican Party
will impeach him. Is this a Fake News article, below?

Arizona Senate Passes Bill Allowing The Arrest Of
Peaceful Protesters: From The Intellectualist.
Arizona Capitol Times: Claiming people are being
paid to riot, Republican state senators voted
Wednesday to give police new power to arrest
anyone who is…
Note that ".CO" is the nation of
Columbia. Warning: Many persons are being rerouted to ".COM" instead of ".CO". That is NOT
the website. You cannot use “WWW” to get there.
https://theintellectualist.co/ Is this a FAKE NEWS
site? Maybe. Check it out, and use your brains.

Snide Comments:
Who let all them skanks outa the mental hospital to
publish Breitbart? Oh, they publish it from there?
Never mind. • Donald Trump's mother, Mary Ellen
MacLeod, was an Unlawful Immigrant in 1929, and if
they had deported her, Trump would not have been
born in the U.S. • Cancer cures smoking, because
once you die, you never smoke again. •

as it does not automatically produce biological children, and why they
hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce population. They
also hate war, unless they can make money on it. "They" is the Middle
Templar Bar of London.

Published by San Diego County's
11% (330,000) Homeless Rotation, 15,000 to 40,000
(on any given day) Un-housed, and 2 Million+ NearlyHomeless* *(Official HUD Statistic for what THEY call
San Diego's "Cost Burdened". The State of California
calls them "Financially Stressed.") San Diego: At Least
Triple the Homeless by Percent of Anywhere Else in the World

The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi Knights Templar,
which is descended from the Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate
the World Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian Mafia.
Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh Aristocracy, this group
is responsible for there having been kings and queens, as well as the
use of hypnosis to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to control and
enslave the public. Many of them are not even from this planet.

We go out to 161,000, usually every 20 to 40 days, more
often when necessary. COPYRIGHT 2017, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Dr.
John Kitchin, Ph.D., Publisher. Biography at NZ9F.com/bio.

FREE by e-mail or on-line.
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Our website at NZ9F.com has archives of all editions, and you can
either subscribe or cancel your free subscription by sending an e-mail
to nz9f@hotmail.com, from the mailbox you wish to add or delete. If
you want to be notified when we publish, sign up at Twitter for @NZ9F
(all capitals). We do not send any other tweets, except emergencies.
Library of Congress Catalog Number - URL:

www.nz9f.com/sdhnarchives2017/Mar07
Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being
at the zoo, except you’re the exhibit.

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN

nz9f@hotmail.com

(619) 390-5000
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook: John.Kitchin1 or San
Diego Homeless News • YouTube: NZ9F (all caps)
We represent the world's fastest-growing ethnic group, the homeless,
the only group that gets NO protection from discrimination in
employment, housing, education, nor hate-crimes. We are those who
suffer because the wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be
homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens when everything
you do to prevent it fails to work. Making anything illegal that cannot
be prevented makes no sense. Instead, make it illegal for
circumstances to force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope, just to stay
sane, and many lose that fight, too, becoming mentally ill and often
killing themselves. This ends the problems that society forced upon
them. Self-Servatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't mind, because they don't
believe in God.
These are the same people who invented God, so they could control
you and make money off you. They fill your head with propaganda
from the day you are born. The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the
British and Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys and
runs the court system, religious system, and news media. Welcome to
Reality! They make money by expanding the population, with major
holdings in both real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even though herbs
for both birth control and pregnancy termination have been available
for thousands of years. That is also why they hate same-sex marriage,

A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood and semen in
the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo Vinces, “In this sign you will
conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige, “Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”.
Motto of the City of London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The
super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that founded the llluminati of
the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family, and part of the New World Order. See the
back of a dollar bill. Chatzefratz refers to the supposedly reptilian aliens who
once controlled this planet. The Nazi leaders are said to have started
Eugenics, the control of human breeding, due to these beings. Take some of
this with a grain of salt.
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